Representatives of the 20 self-titled most important industrial nations and
emerging countries will meet in Hamburg on 7th & 8th July in order to speak
about the wellbeing and evil of others, increasing own powers. and strengthen
already existing power relations. Some of the focal subjects will be the
promotion of women, migration and flight and socalled “development“ policy.
We will stand up against this summit. We do not accept the idea of binary
gender and we view patriarchy, racism, neocolonialim and capitalism amongst
others as mechanisms of exploitation that depend and strengthen each other.
Especially in times of emerging antifeminism and racism, with a rising number
of attacks and harassment against homosexuals, trans* and inter*, our
resistance as WLTI* will be visible!
We would like to invite all FLTI* people one night before the summit on
Thursday, July 6th, in order to form a huge and powerful block at the
international anticapitalist demonstration “G20 – Welcome to hell“! There will
be a queer block as well, walking right next to us at the demo. The rally will
start already 4pm at St. Pauli Fischmarkt.
On the day after, Friday July 7th, there will be blocking actions with the aim to
close the access roads everywhere in Hamburg.
The queer feminist alliance will be part of the purple finger (Lila BlockadeFinger) of the action “BlockG20 – Colour the red zone“. We have made the
decision for this action, because we find it important to offer a queer feminist
meeting point especially for people from outside Hamburg in order to be many
and to make our demands visible!
Furthermore we show our solidarity to other actions happening on Friday and
before the summit and would like to call for mass protest. Be it hedonistic
mass hang-outs (July 4th) and night dance demos (July 5th), the action called
“Shut down the Harbour“ on Friday as part of the #Hamburg City Strike and
many other events. We will conquer the streets and won't accept the status
quo. Our queer feminism isn't just a single use struggle with which we view
power relations separated from each other and fight them separately. Instead
we want to stand up in solidarity against current circumstances that will be
vulnerable in Hamburg in July.

We will also organize an antipatriarchal walk along the fence in order to both,
make fights and struggles of WLTI* from all parts of the world visible and
demonstrate why we do not approve of the logic of the G20 states. In contrast
to the city wide blockings this walk along the fence will hopefully be as
accessible as possible. By accessible we mean to make this event as little
confrontational as possible so that all people could join the walk. Stay tuned
for more infos!
Finally, on Saturday, 8th July there will also be a queer feminist meeting point
at the major demonstration. We can walk together within the anticapitalist
spectrum, so come in large numbers! On top of that are we invited to join the
internationalist Womens-Block, which we can turn up to as individuals or small
groups after meeting up at the queer feminist meeting point. The
internationalist Womens-Block will be the forefront of the Berxwedan Jiyane
Block - the kurdish and internationalist movement, which will be marching as
second or third position. The Womensblock is open to Trans* people.
We are looking forward to being many!
Join us in masses and take care of each other!

Short facts as overview:
“G20 – Welcome to Hell“ # launch demo # 6 July # FLTI* block &
queer block
“BlockG20 – Colour the red zone“ # 7 July # violet blocking finger &
antipatriarchal walk along the fence # WLTI* are organizing # all
genders welcome
„Solidarity without borders instead of G20!“ # Major demo # 8 July #
queer feminist meeting point

Against current existing conditions! Against the summit!
Fighting for a beautiful life!
Reclaim the streets!
No need for doMENation!
For further information: fmnsm.blackblogs.org

